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THE FEAR OF BUNNY
One morning, birds were chirping and calling each other to find food at a corner of the forest.
There, stood a large tree laden with fragrant ripen fruits.
A little bunny was snoozing under the tree’s canopy. Suddenly, there came strange sounds ‘Thud! Thud!’
Startled, Bunny jumped up like a spring. He ran away at once in fright.
Bunny ran screaming. - The sky has fallen, the sky has fallen!
Gnawing grass nearby, Cow was scared by the news and started to run with Bunny.
Bunny and Cow ran screaming. - We’re dying soon. The sky has fallen.
Sleeping sound, Pig got waken up by the screams.
Cow panted while telling Pig. - The sky is falling. You’d better run now!
Bunny also added with gasp. - The sky has fallen! Run for your life!
Too terrified to ask anything, Pig joined Cow and Bunny’s run.
The three flocked to see the Leader Hare and scrambled to inform him about what happened.
Doubtful about what he heard, the Leader Hare asked Bunny to take him to where the sky had fallen.
Bunny was too afraid to take him there. Cow and Pig also tried to dump the task on each other. The Leader Hare got very angry. Waiting for no one’s guide, he just headed there by himself.
Bunny, Cow and Pig followed him in fear. When they arrived, they found everything there still normal as always, except for countless of fallen fruits lying around the tree.
A fruit fell on Bunny’ head. Not until that very moment, Bunny suddenly understood what had happened before. He was so ashamed of his ignorance. Cow and Pig also felt embarrassed for their gullibility, their vain fear and the silly exhausting run.
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